
 

    I AM ELEVEN is a documentary feature screened recently by Kino Ken at the 

2015 Carnegie Mellon International Film Festival in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Here is his review of that film. 

 

United States / Australia / United Kingdom / Czech Republic / India / Morocco / 

China / Japan / Sweden/ Netherlands / France / Thailand / Bulgaria / Germany  

2007-2011   color   99 minutes   partially subtitled live action feature 

documentary in English, French, Japanese, Mandarin, German, Swedish, Berber, 

Thai, Malayalam, Hindi, Dutch, and Bulgarian   Proud Mother Pictures 

Producers: Genevieve Bailey and Hendrik Nordstrom 

 

13 of a possible 20 points                                                   ***1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

1          Direction: Genevieve Bailey 

1          Editing: Genevieve Bailey  

1          Cinematography: Hendrik Nordstrom and Genevieve Bailey 

1          Lighting 

1          Narration: Genevieve Bailey 

2          Music: Nick Huggins* 

2          Interviewees (Cast): Jiter (boy), Remya, Priya, Vandana , Sree Kutty, 

            Ginisha (all girls) India; Oliver*, Dagan (boys), Kim* (girl) United States 

            natives; Obey, Billy*, Sharif (boys) United Kingdom; Grace (girl) born in  



            London, resident in Czech Republic; Sam (?) Netherlands; 

            Luca* (girl) Germany; Jack, Goh (boys) Thailand; Rika (girl) Japan; 

            Fang (girl) China; Siham (girl) Morocco; Remi* (boy) France; 

            Giorgi (boy) Bulgaria; Jamira* (girl) Australia; Sahin, Osama (boys) 

            Sweden 

1          Sound: Tristan Meredith (Sound Design and Sound Editor),  

            Clytie Meredith (Sound Effects) 

            Narrator and Interviewer: Genevieve Bailey 

2          Creativity 

1          Insightfulness 

13 total points    

 

     Genevieve Bailey chose to direct a documentary feature about eleven-year-

olds because she remembered age eleven as comprising the happiest days of 

her life. That at least partly was due to the unhappy circumstance of her dad’s 

losing his job. So he was far more frequently at home that year, permitting a 

substantial increase in father-daughter bonding time. This caused the director 

to assume current eleven-year-olds would be just as contented, naive, and 

exploratory as she had been.  

     Downbeat characters need not apply for entry into her film. 

     With her father dead of cancer and she herself in recovery from a car 

accident, Ms. Bailey went in search of encouraging news. She seems to have 

found it in twenty-five engaging, incautious preteens located and photographed 

for this film. 

     Since funds for making it came exclusively from personal expenditures,  

production dragged on over a period of seven years. This resulted in a staggered 

chronology for film subjects, making them only generational peers. An age gap 

of five or six years separates final subjects filmed from the first ones.  

     Before moving along to the chosen few themselves, it’s essential to consider 

self-imposed parameters imposed by the director. First, only optimists were 

seriously considered for inclusion. Second, the children themselves must want 

to appear in the documentary. Third, approval of parents or guardians was 

mandatory. These requirements slant the finished work away from objectivity 



and controversial topics. Kids and filmmakers shied from offering opinions 

which could polarize audiences. Result: the film stays locked in safety zones 

where both preteens and director feel completely comfortable. Kids making the 

final cut promote friendship and love of family, pursuing dreams, personal 

ambition, self-expression. They are notably pacifist, opposed to bullying, fond of 

animals, protective of the environment. Few are passionate about religious 

beliefs, which may or may not be a virtue. Most hope to become better 

educated, though Jersey girl Kim prefers longer weekends and shorter terms in 

school. None appears to be politically active.    

     This makes the salient focus of the film personality. Individuals most 

extroverted and loquacious gobble up screen time, stamping themselves firmly 

in memory. What they say and do takes on superior validity simply because 

camera and audio recorder linger on them. Case in point: Sam, resident in the 

Netherlands. Combing through at least two dozen Internet reviews of the film 

failed to turn up a single citation of anything Sam said or did. If this interviewee 

is so little remembered, why include the child in the film at all? Wouldn’t it be 

more worthwhile to probe deeper into lives and opinions of individuals who 

snag viewer attention? 

     Remi, for instance. His pronouncements have been highlighted in both 

publicity ads and media reviews. But what does the lad think about competitive 

school sports? Cheating on tests? Telling white lies? Imagination? Creativity? 

Proper methods for settling disputes? Gender equality? Not only are answers to 

these unknown at the beginning of his interviews; they remain secrets even 

after end credits. The same is true for each of the other children. Does Jamira 

believe she’s discriminated against by anyone due to her age? Her complexion? 

Her gender? Watching I AM ELEVEN will not unravel such mysteries. How does 

Jewish Kim feel about Arab-Americans? Are there any in her classes? What 

about her neighborhood? Do televised reports of hunger and homelessness 

impact on this girl? Who knows? 

     There are only two areas left reviewers for passing judgment on the film. It 

can be contemplated as a character study. Or evaluated as a motion picture on 

the basis of production values. 



     At its most successful level, I AM ELEVEN mirrors public personalities of child 

subjects. Viewers see and hear to a large extent what each kid wishes to project 

for general consumption. There are few or no inlets to secret aspirations, buried 

prejudices, quirky preferences of clothing, food, or books. What hidden fears 

skulk in closets, intrude under beds? It’s hard to understand preadolescent lives 

when so little background is revealed. Occasional forays into situations 

producing unpredictable reactions would have been welcome. 

     In terms of dispositions, Remi from rural France is philosophical, Melbourne 

urbanite Jamira buoyantly contemplative, Kim of suburban New Jersey chattery 

and egotistical. Londoner Billy is permitted repetitive grandstanding. Morocco’s 

Siham is conflicted, torn between parental pressure to exposit on economic 

inequities and directorial stress on cheeriness. Given an opportunity to escape 

into music, she seizes gratefully upon it. This is a kind of elective camouflage 

which serves no purpose other than masking inner turmoil springing from a 

professed desire to pursue higher education. Something not yet socially 

approved for girls in her homeland. Will she continue to rebel?  

     Playful elephant rider Goh in Thailand grooms for a vocation as monk. What 

are his religious beliefs? Are they too exotic for Western comprehension? Can 

he maintain comradeship with secular Jack? Does he wish to? Who knows? 

     Cosmopolitan Jack, born in Bangkok, airily dismisses differences in creeds. Do 

all religious beliefs lead to the same conclusion, as he states? Does he think it 

better to believe anything than nothing? Director Bailey, given a rare opening to 

investigate personal religion, passes. She prefers to beat a retreat into save the 

planet bromides. Too bad. 

     One of the more intriguing characters, creative writer Grace, has lived in both 

Great Britain and the Czech Republic. It would have been so informative to hear 

her views contrasting life in two dissimilar nations. She alone admits to a 

cherished private obsession: becoming a secret agent. Clearly, young Grace  

dwells contentedly in both actual and fictive worlds, perceiving a harmony 

between them which evades many adults. She appears an intelligent loner, 

eager to examine possibilities, unsure of the extent or range of personal talents. 

What does she think of the future? About prejudice?  



     Droll New Yorker Oliver, aspiring balletomane, bucks the tide in his unusual 

career choice. What and who inspire him? What are his musical favorites? Why? 

Oliver seems oblivious to racial or ethnic discriminations. What created this 

attitude of tolerance? How can it be fostered in others? 

     Less individuated are a passel of orphanage residents in Kerala, India. All 

display superior consideration for others, wishing to devote their lives to 

community service. Is this a function of group upbringing? Does guardianship 

from a Christian mission outreach group generate it? Is “orphan” equality 

voluntary or enforced? What about careers in arts or sciences? Have they 

considered them? How are they going to respond to hostile encounters with 

outsiders from other cultures or religions? Do these five girls and one boy plan 

to build walls of exclusion? Or bridges to unite? 

     Since the director plans a sequel, incorporation of these inquiries ought to be 

strongly contemplated. Not doing so is an injustice to the intellect and 

complexity of her stars. 

     I AM ELEVEN’s sound, lighting, and camerawork are serviceable. Music is 

variably effective, with folk tunes vigorously vital, other compositions rather 

less so. Quite a bit of creativity is displayed in combining interviews with apt 

settings. Location and personality harmonize beautifully. The interviews 

themselves run to shallowness, partly due to the sheer quantity of interviewees 

featured. Editor Bailey is inclined to substitute background motion for 

foreground content. A predetermined run time of approximately ninety minutes 

should not have deterred closer inspection of home, church, and school 

environments. Absence of the latter two is a serious drawback. Incorporation of 

written material and artwork from the participants could have proven 

advantageous in fleshing them out, too. 

     Despite reservations and limitations cited above, I AM ELEVEN is a fine 

introduction to contemporary world culture for insular middle schoolers and 

trendy teens. The film contains seven OMGs, all deriving from Kim. There is also 

one emphatic expletive devoid of intentional theological content issuing from 

Billy. Otherwise, it is recommended fare for ages eleven and older, with a 

number of arresting young people at its core. Expand your horizons and meet 

some charismatic leaders of the future.                                       


